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Recomputing is a family business based in Slovakia, EU. Here you can find unique 
accessories, jewelry and original home decor made of real computer circuit boards 
and other computer parts. These make remarkable gifts for techie lovers and 
geeky ones.

We are Jaroslav and Natalka, a husband and wife team working side by side to give old computer 
parts new life and purpose. We started this project in 2011, having as a background Jaroslav’s 
years as a computer specialist and Natalka’s passion for creativity and recycling. 
Each piece in our shop is designed, handcrafted and packed by two of us. Circuit boards as our 
main material are, at the same time, hard and fun to work with. Each piece we make is unique and 
meaningful. What once was a smart piece of PC or laptop in our hands becomes a contemporary 
piece of jewelry. Either it’s a funny ring or earrings for a geeky girl or modern cufflinks for a Groom, 
it will underline one’s personality and will be the most remembered gift ever. 
Recycling, protecting the environment is a very important part of our lives. We believe that support-
ing small business and conscious consumerism is going to make our planet a better place to live. 
We’d be happy if you support us by buying our products.

therecomputing.com          therecomputing@gmail.com
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Circuit board color chart
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All items on the pages below (except clocks) are in scale 1:1 (when printed on A5 paper)
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Fun shapes (no resin covering)

Kshark     
£5.7

Kdolphin     
£5.7

Kowl
£5.7

Klizard     
£6.4

Do you want a custom shape?
We’ll be happy to make it for you!

Kat   
£6.4
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Keychains

KsqR   
£6.4

KhR   
£8.5

KrR    
£6.4

Kr     
£5.7

KdrR    
£7.1

Ksq     
£5.7
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Keychains

KLr   
£7.1

KLop   
£8.5

KLsq   
£7.1

KLrec   
£7.1
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Money clips

MCrec   
£9.9

MCround   
£9.9



CSSrec         
£31

CrR_steel   
£15.6

Stainless steel cufflinks

Cr_steel
£12
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Cufflinks collection

CSSsq      
£31

CSSoval      
£31

Heavy sterling silver cufflinks in square, rectangular and oval shape. 

no resin 
covering!

CrTs_set
£20.6
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Cufflinks collection

CsqR   
£13.5

Base metal palladium plated cufflinks

CsqTset   
£19.2

CrR_bronze   
£12.8

Bronze cufflinks

Cool cufflinks with interchangeable 12mm circuit 
board buttons. The price is for 1 pair of cufflinks 
and 3 pairs of buttons, assorted colors

Cscrew     
£14.2

New



Tgold
£7.8

Metal parts are high quality, have good resis-
tance to tarnishing

Tm
£11.3
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Tie clips

TR
£8.5

TsR
£7.8

T18long
£7.1

T18chain
£6.4

Tclip
£5.7

no resin 
covering!

New
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Pins

Pin18_black
£5

Pin15_gold
£5

Pin18_silver
£5

Pin12_lapel
£4.2

no resin 
covering!

Bb   £7.8
(brooch back)

New
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Nlong_    
£7.1

Nr_    £8.5 Nsq_    £7.8

no resin 
covering!

Nhbig_    £9.2

Ndr_   £8.5

Nhm_   £9.9

New

Necklaces

All necklaces from this 
page arrive with 26” 
ball chain that can be 
cut to any length with 
regular scissors. 

Nr15_   £7.8
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Necklaces

Nb_    £8.5

N5_    £21.3

no resin 
covering!
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Stud earrings

10 mm
ESS10   £9.9

12 mm
ESS12    £9.9

8 mm
ESS8sq    £9.9

10 mm
ESS10sq   £9.9

Sterling silver

Gunmetal colored brass

10 mm
ES10    £7.1

Circuit board earrings with hypoallergenic 
titanium studs (made in the USA)

12 mm
ES12    £7.1

8 mm
ESsq   £7.8

10 mm
EStr   £7.8

Stainless steel plugs in various sizes 
1.2mm - 18mm

P1.2-P18    
£10.6
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Dangle earrings with surgical steel earwires, 
hypoallergenic, made in the USA

Etr  £9.9

Er23R   £9.2

Ehearts   £8.9

Estars   £10.6

Edouble   
£10.6
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Rings

R18   £7.1 R22   £9.2 Rs   £9.2 RdR   £8.5

Rrs   £7.1

Rrb   £7.1

RSd   £13.5

Sterling 
silver

no resin 
covering!

no resin 
covering! Cool ring with interchangeable 12mm cir-

cuit board button. The price is for 1 ring 
and 3 buttons, assorted colors

New

All rings are adjustable

Rscrew   £8.5
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Hair pins

HP12
£4.2

(2 pcs)

HC12
£4.2

(2 pcs)

HC25    
£5

Bsm   £5
HB   £7.8

New

New
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Bracelets

B12x6
£12

(could be ordered in a 
single color)

B35
£8.5

Bscrew   £12

New

New

Cool bracelet with interchangeable 12mm cir-
cuit board buttons. The price is for 1 bracelet 

and 3 pairs of buttons, assorted colors
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Wrap leather bracelets

BwR_(leather color)_8R    £14.2

We offer 2 kinds of leather bracelets: 
- long wrap bracelet with 8 circuit board beads
- short (regular) bracelet with 5 circuit board 
beads 
The leather straps go in 3 colors: black, brown 
and red.
The beads could be single colored or assorted.

BsR_(leather color)_5R   £8.5



Christmas ornaments

ChStar   
£5

ChBell   
£5

ChDeer
£5.7
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ChTree   
£5
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Christmas ornaments

ChGinger   
£5

ChDove
£5
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Christmas ornaments

ChSnowman
£5

ChCupid   
£5.7



Clocks
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HDD clock 

The clock is 10x15cm in size, made with real computer hard disk 
drive. Each clock will look a bit different.

There are 3 clock face options:
- blank mirrowed disk £17
- numbers on the mirrowed disk £19.2
- Binary numbers on the mirrowed disk £19.2 (in the picture)

FDD clock 

The clock is 10x15cm in size, made with real computer 
floppy disk drive (3.5”). Each clock will look a bit different.

£15.6

Both types of clocks in average weight about 0.4kg. The shipping for one clock can 
be as high as £4, but we have very reasonable price at DHL Express, and the ship-
ping could be as low as £1.5 per clock depending on the quantity ordered.
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Wholesale terms

PRICING AND MINIMUMS
Minimum opening order is £140. 
Minimum reorder is £100. 
Any items shipped directly to the customer (drop shipping) 
will incur a 20% drop shipping fee.

ORDERING AND PAYMENT
Order could be placed by:
email therecomputing@gmail.com
Etsy Wholesale http://etsy.me/wholesalerecomputing
Payment for first-time orders can be paid by Paypal or 
credit cards. Credit cards will be processed at the time of 
shipment, but a valid credit card number must be on file 
for the order to be processed.
Net 30 terms will only be offered upon approval, to custom-
ers who have submitted satisfactory credit references. Net
30 terms will not be offered to first-time customers, but 
may be requested for second and subsequent orders.

CANCELLATION
Any canceled order is a subject to a 30% cancellation fee 
to be paid within fifteen days of cancellation. 

SHIPPING
All orders are shipped via First Class Registered Airmail or 
DHL Express. Shipping is charged based on the weight of 
the order. All items are shipped from Slovakia, EU.

RETURNS AND EXCHANGES
Returns may be made on damaged merchandise within 
fourteen days of the arrival of the order; or on products 
that suffer from manufacturers defects within 3 months of 
purchase. Return requests must be submitted in writing. 
Exchanges may be made on merchandise that is in excel-
lent condition within one year of purchase. Exchanges will 
be subject to a 10% restocking fee and applied to the bal-
ance of the next orders. Exchanged merchandise may total 
no more than 50% of the next order.

CONFIDENTIALITY
Buyer agrees to keep all wholesale pricing, terms and con-
ditions confidential. Wholesale pricing, terms and condi-
tions should not be published or discussed with other par-
ties by the buyer under any circumstances.
ACCOUNT TERMINATION
We reserve the right to terminate any wholesale account 
at any time at our discretion.
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Line-sheet
SKU  Price, 

£
SKU  Price, 

£
SKU  Price, 

£
SKU  Price, 

£
SKU  Price, 

£
SKU  Price, 

£

Fun shapes Cufflinks Pins Earrings Hair pins Christmas

Kshark 5.7 CSSsq 31 Pin18_black 5 ESsq 7.8 HP12 (2pcs) 4.2 ChStar 5

Klizard 6.4 CSSrec 31 Pin18_silver 5 EStr 7.8 HC12 (2pcs) 4.2 ChBell 5

Kdolphin 5.7 CSSoval 31 Pin15_gold 5 ES10 7.1 HC25 5 ChDeer 5.7

Kat 6.4 CrR_steel 15.6 Pin12_lapel 4.2 ES12 7.1 HBsm 5 ChTree 5

Kowl 5.7 Cr_steel 12 Bb 7.8 P1.2-P18 10.6 HB5 7.8 ChDove 5

Keychain CrTs_set 20.6 Necklaces Er23R 9.2 Bracelets ChGinger 5

KsqR 6.4 CsqR 13.5 Nlong 7.1 Estars 10.6 B35 8.5 ChSnowman 5

KrR 6.4 CrR_bronze 12.8 Nr 8.5 Edouble 10.6 B12x6 12 ChCupid 5.7

KdrR 7.1 CsqTset 19.2 Nsq 7.8 Ehearts 8.9 Bscrew 12 Clock

KhR 8.5 Cscrew 14.2 Ndr 8.5 Etr 9.9 BwR8_ 
leather color 14.2 HDD_ blank 17

Kr 5.7 Tie clips Nr15 7.8 Rings

Ksq 5.7 Tclip 5.7 Nhbig 9.2 R18 7.1 BsR5_ 
leather color 8.5

HDD_ 
numbers

19.2
KLr 7.1 TR 8.5 Nhm 9.9 R22 9.2

KLrec 7.1 TsR 7.8 Nb 8.5 Rs 9.2 HDD_ binary 
numbers

19.2
KLop 8.5 T18chain 6.4 N5 21.3 RdR 8.5

KLsq 7.1 Tm 11.3 Sterling studs RSd 13.5 FDD 15.6

Money clips Tgold 7.8 ESS10 9.9 Rrb 7.1

MCrec 9.9 T18long 7.1 ESS12 9.9 Rrs 7.1

MCround 9.9 ESS8sq 9.9 Rscrew 8.5

ESS10sq 9.9
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